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I can't really understand what's going on here and can't get it to work with the unserialize() method
as mentioned in the documentation. What am I doing wrong and how can I solve this? A: The
serialize() function is expecting an object. Your input is a string, not an object. serialize() looks like
this: public function serialize($data) { if (is_array($data)) { return serialize($data); } elseif
(is_object($data)) { return serialize((array)$data); } else { return serialize($data); } } So you need to
call it by unserialize($data). Try this: $content = file_get_contents('data.txt'); $dato =
unserialize($content); var_dump($dato); Update If you're certain that you're serializing your object,
you should try this: file_put_contents('data.txt', serialize($dato), FILE_APPEND); A prototype is a
preliminary model of something. Projects that offer physical products need to show backers
documentation of a working prototype. This gallery features photos, videos, and other visual
documentation that will give backers a sense of what’s been accomplished so far and what’s left to
do. Though the development process can vary for each project, these are the stages we typically
see: Once we have reached the prototype phase of the project, we will be offering the first units to
qualified backers. The first 99 applications will be handled in the first order. If the first phase is
successful, the production will be distributed in a second phase. We are very proud to announce our
latest and most advanced product for law enforcement, INTERPOL UH-1 Huey. It’s a working
prototype of an all-terrain vehicle (ATV). We developed this craft for dealing with SWAT and riot
situations. Interpol’s UH-1 Huey is a 4-wheel ATV that can be used in places where any other vehicle
is not permitted. It’s designed to be fast, responsive and powerful.
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